
Digital
audiobooks
Made available through 
independent bookstores 
in Canada



Libro.fm enables independent 
bookstores to sell digital audiobooks 

through a co-branded experience.



Now is the perfect time for your bookstore to join 
our 2,000+ partners in selling audiobooks!

● It’s free and easy to sell audiobooks through Libro.fm.

● You earn 15% on every à la carte sale and 10% on membership payments.

● Our free iOS, Android, and Apple Watch apps offer a great listening 
experience.

● Libro.fm provides dedicated support for you and your customers.

● All Libro.fm audiobooks are DRM-free.

The audiobook market is experiencing 
double-digit growth each year.

Libro.fm is a partner of the 
Canadian Independent 
Booksellers Association
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Libro.fm is an employee-owned Social 
Purpose corporation

We share profits from audiobook purchases with 
independent bookstores, giving listeners the power to keep 
money within their local economy.

Just like you, we place our love for books, readers, and 
authors at the heart of our business. We partner with over 
12,000 booksellers across 2,000+ bookstore to offer 
audiobooks to bookstore supporters around the world.

Read our Social Purpose Annual Report

Our story
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Join our Audiobook Listening Copy 
program for free (ALCs)

● Receive ~60 free audiobooks every month.

● Once redeemed (and we receive files from the publisher), 
the audiobooks can be downloaded and listened to.

● You’ll receive an email when new ALCs are available and an 
end-of-month reminder to redeem them before they are 
gone.

● We add new publishers (and new audiobooks) to this 
program all the time!

Email bookstores@libro.fm to register for ALCs.

Complimentary audiobooks
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Libro.fm vs. Audible
Libro.fm Audible

Over 300,000 audiobooks to choose from ✓ ✓

Includes one audiobook credit per month + 30% off additional audiobooks ✓ ✓

Ability to redeem credits in-app on iOS and Android ✓ ✓

Every purchase supports independent bookstores ✓

Membership credits never expire ✓

Real people on support—no bots, ever ✓

Keep your credits when you hold or cancel ✓

DRM-free downloads (you own your audiobooks!) ✓

Recommendations and playlists from expert booksellers ✓

Employee-owned small business and Social Purpose Corporation ✓
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Join more than 2,000 
participating bookstores 
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4.9 rating in both the App Store 
and Google Play Store!

● Over 300,000 audiobooks to choose from (and adding 
more all the time)

● Every purchase supports your independent bookstore

● Recommendations from expert booksellers (like you)

● All the features your customers expect (e.g. speed 
control, sleep-timers, etc)

Why your customers 
will love Libro.fm

Feels good to support my local bookstore
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

As much as I like physical books, most of the 
reading I do is actually audiobooks on my 
commute and I finally asked my local bookstore 
(Volumes in Chicago!) if I could somehow buy 
audiobooks from them. They directed me to this 
app and I’m so happy that (most of) my 
book-buying now supports them instead of the 
online giant.

Excellent platform
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Just as good as Audible. Great that percentage of 
sales go to the independent bookseller of your 
choice.

I am a huge fan of Libro.fm!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

One of my favorite things to do is browse the sale 
section, and purchase any books that look 
interesting to me. I highly recommend!
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Timely and thoughtful assistance 
from a real human

● All responses come from our team, never from a bot or a 
third party.

● We’re easy to reach via hello@libro.fm or our online form.

● Our Help Center is fully searchable and always up-to-date.

● Most inquiries are resolved same-day, with a single 
interaction.

● Not enjoying an audiobook? We provide hassle-free 
returns.

World class 
customer support ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

“This is definitely the best 
customer service I’ve had from 

anyone in a very long time!”

Carol, Carmichael’s Bookstore
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What does working with Libro.fm cost my bookstores?
Libro.fm is 100% free for bookstores! It will help you increase 
your revenue and costs you nothing. Automatically earn a 
percentage of audiobook purchases made by your store’s 
customers.

Will I have access to data and reporting?
Use our bookseller dashboard to track earnings, access 
promotional materials, and manage your store’s details.

FAQs
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Praise from bookstore partners

“Really can’t say enough great things about you all–we’re really 
happy to be a part of the libro family :)”

Kelly, Mysterious Galaxy

“You guys are a model in how these relationships should work. 
Thank you!”

Peter, Brilliant Books

“Working with Libro.fm is such a pleasure, and we at Whitelam 
Books - and all the folks I know at other bookshops - really 

appreciate all that you do for us. Thank you!!”

Liz, Whitelam Books

“Thank you for all Libro.fm has done this past 
year for indie bookshops, and for helping us 
here at Annie Bloom’s when customers have 

questions or need help with their Libro.fm 
accounts. We really appreciate it! I always 
feel really good about answering customer 

questions about Libro.fm and recommending 
it, knowing that if our customers have to 

contact you with a question you’ve always 
responded quickly and helpfully.”

Annie, Bloom’s Books
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